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Executive Summary
Project Overview
	The Evergreen Line is a new rapid transit line that will connect Coquitlam to Vancouver via Port Moody and
Burnaby. The Evergreen Line will be a fast, frequent and convenient SkyTrain service, connecting Coquitlam City
Centre through Port Moody to Lougheed Town Centre in approximately 13 minutes. It will connect without
transfer to the Millennium Line and the current SkyTrain network at Lougheed Town Centre Station and will
integrate with the regional bus and West Coast Express networks.

Station Area Design Public Consultation: October 4 – November 5, 2010
	This Station Area Design Consultation Summary Report summarizes feedback received during Station Area
Design Consultation, which took place October 4 – November 5, 2010. The Station Area Design Consultation
sought feedback from residents, businesses and other key stakeholders on important elements of station area
design, including access and function, bus connections, parking, plaza features, landscaping and traffic
management during construction.

Key Results
During Station Area Design Consultation from October 4 to November 5, 2010:
•

386 people attended 6 public open houses

•

110 people attended 11 stakeholder meetings

•

179 feedback forms were submitted

•

21 participants commented on the Evergreen Line online forum, held October 14 to November 5,
2010. The forum was visited by 697 unique visitors, with 37 individuals registering to participate.

The following key themes emerged from the feedback received:
Traffic Management and Communication During Construction
		Ensuring effective traffic management during construction should be a priority for the Evergreen Line
team in order to minimize disruption, maximize traffic flow predictability and maintain access to
residences and businesses.
		Through stakeholder meetings and feedback forms, participants raised traffic management during
construction as an issue of high interest. They indicated that traffic disruptions should be minimized and
take place during off-peak hours if possible. The majority of participants also identified the importance
of two-way ongoing communication with residents and businesses regarding potential traffic disruptions,
particularly online communication.
•

i

73% of respondents indicated a preference to receive traffic information from a website
during construction of the Evergreen Line.
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Parking
		As was reflected in feedback gathered during Preliminary Design Consultation in October-November
2009, participants continued to raise the issue of parking at stations and along the Evergreen Line corridor.
Parking was of particular concern for the areas in the vicinity of Port Moody Central Station, Lougheed
Town Centre Station and Coquitlam Central Station.
•

67% of respondents indicated they would like to see expanded parking in the
vicinity of Coquitlam Central Station

•

57% wanted expanded parking in the vicinity of Port Moody Central Station

•

52% wanted park and ride facilities provided near Douglas College Station

Pedestrian Movement and Safety
		At a number of stakeholder meetings, participants raised the issue of pedestrian safety and security at or
near stations. Several noted the importance of safe areas for passenger pick-up and drop-off, as well as the
importance of safe pedestrian movement to and from stations.
Plaza Features and Landscaping
		Each Evergreen Line station will have a plaza leading to the station entrance with plants, trees, seating,
lighting, bike racks and garbage receptacles. For station plaza features, participants favoured contextual
concepts that are reflective of the landscape around stations. The amount of bike storage proposed at each
Evergreen Line station was considered sufficient to meet the needs of cyclists by the majority of participants.
For landscaping at stations, shade trees and native plants were preferred.
•

 verall, participants favoured a contextual approach to station plaza features
O
over a contemporary one.

•

T he majority preferred a contextual design for plaza features for all stations,
with a strong majority preferring contextual concepts for Port Moody (70%),
Ioco (64%), and Douglas College (63%) stations.

ii

1.1 Project Overview
	The Evergreen Line is a new rapid transit line that will connect Coquitlam to Vancouver via Port Moody and
Burnaby. The Evergreen Line will be a fast, frequent and convenient SkyTrain service, connecting Coquitlam
City Centre through Port Moody to Lougheed Town Centre in approximately 13 minutes. It will connect without
transfer to the Millennium Line and the current SkyTrain network at Lougheed Town Centre Station and will
integrate with the regional bus and West Coast Express networks. The Evergreen Line is an essential element of
The Provincial Transit Plan and the federal Building Canada Plan. The Evergreen Line will provide a new and
competitive transportation choice, serving Metro Vancouver’s Northeast sector with the capacity needed to meet
future growth demands.
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1. Introduction

The Evergreen Line
Stations
Ground Level*
Elevated
Tunnel
N
Tunnel Portal
West Coast Express
*Except where required to cross
existing roads, CP Rail tracks and creeks

1.2 Purpose of the Evergreen Line
	The purpose and need for the Evergreen Line has been long established. The Evergreen Line has been part of
a regionally developed transportation plan for over 15 years. It will provide a rapid transit connection between
Lougheed Town Centre in Burnaby, Port Moody and Coquitlam City Centre, with the main objectives of increasing
transportation choice, supporting growth management, and supporting environmental sustainability initiatives.

1.3	Multi-Round Consultation Process
	The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure committed to providing a comprehensive multi-round
consultation process with communities along the route alignment, as well as with other key regional and
provincial stakeholders and the public to:
•

Provide information about the project

•

Provide opportunities for public input and information exchange

•

Consider public input into project design where technically and financially feasible

	The five rounds of public consultation planned for the Evergreen Line Project have been completed. This report
summarizes feedback received during the last round of public consultation, Station Area Design Consultation,
which took place October 4 – November 5, 2010.

Station Area
Design Consultation
Route Selection
Consultation with Mayors
and Council in the
Northeast Sector

Public Comment Period on the
Environmental Assessment
draft Application Information
Requirements

Preliminary Design
Consultation

APRIL 2008

SEPTEMBER – OCTOBER 2009

OCTOBER – NOVEMBER 2009

Public Comment Period
on the Environmental Assessment
Certificate Application

OCTOBER – NOVEMBER 2010

JUNE – AUGUST 2010

1.4 Preliminary Design Consultation October – November 2009
	Preliminary Design Consultation was held from October 5 to November 13, 2009. During this consultation,
participants were asked about access to Evergreen Line Stations and elements of station design. Feedback
received during this consultation informed station and station area design work undertaken by the Evergreen
Line Team and presented during Station Area Design Consultation.
Consultation Participation:
•
			
			

671 people attended Preliminary Design Consultation events

•

° 515 attended 7 open houses
° 156 people attended 11 stakeholder meetings
493 feedback forms were received, 310 through the online feedback form

•

27 submissions were received (hardcopy and email)

•

52 people visited the Evergreen Line Project Office between October 5 – November 13, 2009

2
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Preliminary Design Consultation Key Results, October 5 to November 13, 2009:
Station Access
•

8 2% of respondents rated pedestrian access as “very” or “extremely” important when
considering the station they will use most often.

•

7 0% of respondents rated bus connections as “very” or “extremely” important when
considering the station they will use most often.

•

5 9% of respondents rated passenger pick-up and drop-off areas as “very” or “extremely”
important when considering the station they will use most often.

•

4 7% of respondents rated parking facilities as “very” or “extremely” important when
considering the station they will use most often, and a lack of available parking along the
Evergreen Line route was a key theme at six stakeholder meetings and three open houses held
during Preliminary Design Consultation.

•

1 98 participants provided suggestions for cycling facilities that would encourage them to use
the Evergreen Line. The most frequently mentioned suggestions were:

			
			
•
			
			

° Have secure bike storage at the station (50)*
° Have bike paths to the stations (38)
195 participants provided additional comments regarding station access. The most frequently
mentioned suggestions were:
° Provide safe pedestrian access (48)
° Make stations car-friendly (36)

Station Design and Safety
•

7 4% of respondents indicated a preference for stations that each have a unique look over
stations that all look the same.

•

7 5% of respondents indicated a preference for stations designed to blend into the character of
the immediate neighbourhood over stations designed to stand out.

•

6 1% of respondents indicated a preference for unique elements (elements that are different
in every station) over common elements (elements that are the same in every station) when
considering exterior station features, such as outdoor furniture and lighting.

•

In direct contrast, 61% of respondents indicated a preference for common elements when
considering interior station features, such as floors, walls and furniture.

•

2 12 participants provided suggestions regarding safety and security at stations. The most
frequently mentioned suggestions were:

			
			

° Have police or security staff present (53)
° Install fare gates (49)

* The number in brackets indicates the total number of responses that mentioned the key theme. It should be noted that a response
may have included more than one key theme.

3
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2.	Station Area Design Consultation
October 4 – November 5, 2010
2.1 Purpose
		With key project components such as preferred route and technology already determined, the Ministry
of Transportation and Infrastructure presented station area design elements of the Evergreen Line for public
and stakeholder feedback during Station Area Design Consultation, which was held from October 4 to
November 5, 2010.

2.2 Consultation Topics
		During the Station Area Design Consultation, the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure sought
public and stakeholder feedback on the following consultation topics:
•
Station Design Objectives
				Gathering comments regarding the objectives being considered in the design
of the Evergreen Line stations.
•

Evergreen Line Stations – Landscaping and Plaza Features

				Providing a choice of contemporary or contextual plaza features for each station and
a choice of trees and planting at station plaza areas.
•

Evergreen Line Stations – Bus Connections, Park and Ride, Bike Facilities

				Gathering feedback about key destinations that should be considered to improve bus
connections to the Evergreen Line, park and ride locations along the Evergreen Line, and
bike facilities at Evergreen Line stations.
•
Traffic Management – Communication Tools
				Gathering feedback about how people would like to receive updated traffic information
during construction.

2.3 How Feedback Will Be Used
		Feedback gathered through Station Area Design Consultation has been recorded and summarized in this
Consultation Summary Report. Input will be considered, along with technical and financial information,
as the Evergreen Line Project refines its design. The Consultation Summary Report is also available online
at www.evergreenline.gov.bc.ca.

2.4 Public and Stakeholder Notification
		Public notice of opportunities to participate in Station Area Design Consultation was broad and included the
following:
•

 ore than 1,500 emails were sent to stakeholders inviting them to participate in Station Area
M
Design Consultation by attending stakeholder meetings, open houses or by completing an
online feedback form.

•

 pproximately 1,500 follow-up emails were sent as a reminder of opportunities to participate in
A
Station Area Design Consultation.

4
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•

More than 1,400 phone calls were made to remind stakeholders of stakeholder meetings and
open houses in their area.

•

Approximately 20,000 postcards were sent to residences along the route alignment during the
week of October 4, 2010. The postcard provided details about the Evergreen Line Project and
Station Area Design Consultation, including the open house schedule and contact information
for the project.

•

Newspaper ads were placed in regional and community newspapers over a four-week period
advertising the public open house schedule.

				

				
•

°	Ads were run in the Burnaby Now, Coquitlam Now and the Tri-City News once a week for
four weeks (October 6 – October 29, 2010) and in the Burnaby News Leader once a week
for three weeks (October 8 – October 22, 2010).
	
Ads
were also run in the Vancouver Sun (October 9, 2010) and The Province
°
(October 10, 2010).
Details about public consultation opportunities, including the open house schedule, were posted
on the Evergreen Line Project website at www.evergreenline.gov.bc.ca.

		 A copy of the email invitation, postcard and advertisement can be found in Appendix 4.

2.5 Consultation Participation
		Multiple consultation opportunities for stakeholders and the public regarding the preliminary design of the
Evergreen Line were available from October 4 – November 5, 2010.
•
				
				

496 people attended Station Area Design Consultation events
° 386 people attended 6 open houses
° 110 people attended 11 stakeholder meetings

•

179 feedback forms were received, 64 through the online feedback form

•

10 submissions were received (phone, hardcopy or email)*

•

 1 participants provided additional feedback through an online forum between September 13
2
and October 15, 2010

				
•

°	The online forum had 697 unique visitors; 37 people registered to participate and a total of
42 comments were submitted
2
 2 people visited the Evergreen Line Project Office between
October 4 – November 5, 2010

* Includes submissions received during the consultation period (October 4 – November 5, 2010)

5
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2.6		 Consultation Methods
		Station Area Design Consultation materials were first available online at www.evergreenline.gov.bc.ca on
October 4, 2010. The following were used to inform participants and gather input and feedback about
Station Area Design for the Evergreen Line Project:

2.6.1 Discussion Guide and Feedback Form
		The consultation discussion guide explained the purpose and scope of Station Area Design Consultation and
included a feedback form to assist in gathering input.
		 A copy of the discussion guide and feedback form can be found in Appendix 2.
		The discussion guide also provided participants with information and background about
the following:
•

The purpose and need of the project to expand Metro Vancouver’s transportation options and
to build an integrated and comprehensive rapid transit network.

•

P roject milestones, including details regarding the multi-round public consultation process,
community relations and property programs, the Environmental Assessment process and the
benefits of the Evergreen Line.

•

Station area design information, including information regarding station design considerations,
station design objectives and initial input from preliminary design consultation.

•

The Evergreen Line route alignment and station locations, along with station site context
plans and artist renderings of the stations, and information about station landscaping and
plaza features.

•

Station safety and security, fare gates and Smart Cards, bus connections and park and ride, and
traffic management.

		The feedback form was included with the discussion guide to gather input on Station Area Design
Consultation topics and for participants to provide additional comments. Results from the feedback form
can be found starting on page 9 of this report.

2.6.2 Submissions
		Feedback was also gathered at stakeholder meetings and open houses, by phone, hardcopy, mail and
email, and through the Evergreen Line Project Office (2900 Barnet Highway, Coquitlam, B.C.). A total of 10
submissions were received during the consultation period. Key themes from submissions can be found
starting on page 23.

2.6.3 Web-Based Consultation
		Consultation materials were made available online at www.evergreenline.gov.bc.ca on October 4,
2010, including an online feedback form that could be submitted directly from the Evergreen Line website.
Of the 179 feedback forms received, 64 were submitted through the online feedback form.
6
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2.6.4 Online Forum
		An online forum was available to the public between October 14 and November 5, 2010 and provided an
additional way to participate in Station Area Design Consultation.
		The online forum at http://evergreenlineforum.ca allowed for discussions and comments on various aspects
of the Evergreen Line Project and provided links to the online feedback form and Evergreen Line Project
website at www.evergreenline.gov.bc.ca.
		21 participants provided additional feedback through the online forum between October 14 and
November 5, 2010. The online forum was visited by 697 unique visitors. 37 people registered to participate
in the forum and submitted a total of 42 comments. The results from the online forum feedback can be
found starting on page 23 of this report.

2.6.5 Stakeholder Meetings
		 179 people attended 11 stakeholder meetings during Station Area Design Consultation.
•

Coquitlam Business – Tuesday, October 5 (2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.)

•

Coquitlam Multi-Stakeholder – Tuesday, October 5 (6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.)

•

Burnaby/Port Moody/Coquitlam First Responders – Wednesday, October 6 (2 p.m. – 4 p.m.)

•

Port Moody Multi-Stakeholder – Wednesday, October 6 (6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.)

•

Regional Business – Thursday, October 7 (7:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.)

•

Port Moody Business – Thursday, October 7 (2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.)

•

Coquitlam Multi-Stakeholder – Wednesday, October 13 (2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.)

•

Burnaby Business – Thursday, October 14 (2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.)

•

Port Moody Multi-Stakeholder – Thursday, October 14 (6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.)

•

Burnaby Multi-Stakeholder – Tuesday, October 19 (6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.)

•

Burnaby Multi-Stakeholder – Wednesday, October 20 (2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.)

		At each meeting, members of the Evergreen Line project team gave a short presentation on the Evergreen
Line and reviewed the discussion guide and feedback form. The meetings also included a facilitated open
discussion, including questions and answers. The discussion guide was made available to all participants,
and participants were encouraged to complete and submit the feedback form. Key themes from the
stakeholder meetings can be found beginning on page 25 of this report.
		 Complete meeting notes from the stakeholder meetings can be found in Appendix 1.

7
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2.6.6 Public Open Houses
		 386 people attended 6 public open houses during Station Area Design Consultation.
		 At each open house, participants had the opportunity to engage with members of the project team in one-on-one
and small group discussions, review consultation materials, watch an animated video detailing the route
alignment and station locations, and complete feedback forms. Most participants engaged Evergreen Line team
members in one-on-one or small group discussions during the open house portion.
•

Coquitlam | Coquitlam City Hall – Wednesday, October 13 (6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.)

•

Burnaby Burquitlam | Cameron Recreation Complex – Saturday, October 16 (11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.)

•

Coquitlam | Coquitlam City Hall – Saturday, October 23 (11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.)

•

Burnaby Burquitlam | Cameron Recreation Complex – Monday, October 25 (6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.)

•

Port Moody | Inlet Theatre, Port Moody Civic Centre – Wednesday, October 27 (6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.)

•

Port Moody | Port Moody Recreation Complex – Saturday, October 30 (11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.)

2.6.7 Evergreen Line Project Office
		The Evergreen Line Project Office at 2900 Barnet Highway, Coquitlam opened in February 2009. The purpose of
the office is to advance the project through design and construction and to provide an opportunity for the public
to learn more about the project, meet with project staff, and give feedback and input as development
and construction proceed.
		 	22 people visited the office between October 4 and November 5, 2010. Visitors provided comments and
asked questions of project staff. Generally, visitors were interested in:
•

Information about the Evergreen Line route alignment and station locations

•

General information about the status of the project with a focus on funding issues – specifically
TransLink’s commitment to the project

•

The project’s procurement process; suppliers were interested in how to bid on project contracts

•

Opportunities to provide feedback regarding the project and the dates and locations of events,
specifically open houses and stakeholder meetings, held as part of Station Area Design Consultation

•

Potential impacts to properties along the alignment – both direct impacts to properties and impacts
to the neighbourhood

		All visitors were encouraged to complete and submit a Station Area Design Consultation feedback form.
14 feedback forms were submitted to the office during the consultation period.

2.6.8 How Feedback Will Be Used
		Feedback gathered through Station Area Design Consultation has been recorded and summarized in this
Consultation Summary Report. Input will be considered, along with technical and financial information, as
the Evergreen Line Project refines its design. The Consultation Summary Report is available online at
www.evergreenline.gov.bc.ca.
    8
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3. Key Results
		 179 feedback forms were received between October 4 and November 5, 2010, 64
through the online feedback form.
		In addition, 10 submissions were received through phone, hardcopy, mail and email, and were coded
and analyzed in conjunction with the tabulated feedback forms. The following table shows the number
of completed feedback forms and submissions received as part of Station Area Design Consultation.

Feedback Forms

Number Received

Total Feedback Forms

179

Stakeholder Meetings

19

Open Houses

82

Project Office

14

Online

64

Submissions

Number Received

Submissions (hardcopy, phone and email)

10

Comments made in the online forum

42

3.1 Feedback Form Results
		In the following summary, feedback form results are shown graphically with key themes from the additional
comments sections listed below. The number of participants who responded to each question is indicated
below each graph.
		 Totals may not add up, due to rounding.
		Synovate, a professional market research firm, was commissioned by Kirk & Co. Consulting Ltd. to
independently tabulate and analyze all feedback forms and written submissions received during Station
Area Design Consultation.

		 Participants self-selected into consultation rather than being selected randomly.
		The views represented in this report reflect the priorities and concerns of the consultation participants.
They may not be representative of the views of all stakeholders and the public because participants
self-selected into Station Area Design Consultation. Although results are presented in the form of percentages,
there are no margins of error for this data because there is no probability sample. The sample in question is
based on self-selection, for which a sampling error cannot be measured.

9
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		 Station Design Objectives
		 QUESTION
		#1: The following objectives are being considered in the design of the
Evergreen Line stations:
•

Maximize passenger comfort and safety

•

Ensure stations are easily accessible

•

Ensure safe, easy and convenient movement within the station

•

Establish a common look and feel for the overall identity of the SkyTrain system

•

R eflect community aspirations for local identity with unique elements at stations while designing
stations that blend into the character of the immediate neighbourhood

•

Provide durable stations  

		 Are there other station design objectives that the Evergreen Line Project should consider?
		 FEEDBACK
			110 participants suggested additional design objectives that should be considered by the Evergreen Line
Project. The most common suggestions were:

			

•

Ensure that stations are easily accessible for pedestrians/vehicles and transit users (15)*

•

Provide adequate parking (11)

•

Employ interesting architecture/incorporate art into design (10)

•

Incorporate concession stands or retail stores (10)

•

Provide public washrooms (9)

•

Stations should blend into local landscape (9)

•

Ensure safety/security (8)

•

Have fare gates/smart cards (8)

•

Be energy efficient and utilize natural light (7)

•

Ensure that stations are easily maintained (6)

•

Have signage that is clear and easy to read (6)

* The number in brackets indicates the total number of responses that mention the key theme.
It should be noted that a response may have included more than one key theme.

10
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		 Plaza Features
		 QUESTION
		The plaza features, such as seating, lighting and bike racks, at each of the Evergreen Line stations
could have a contemporary look or a contextual look designed to reflect the character of the surrounding
neighbourhood. For each station, participants were asked if they would like to see a contemporary or
contextual concept for plaza features.
		 #3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13: Please indicate whether you would like to see the contemporary concept or
the contextual concept (for plaza features) at stations.

		 FEEDBACK

Plaza Features: Contemporary vs. Contextual
Lougheed Town
Centre Station

43

57

Burquitlam
Station
Port Moody
Central Station

42

58
70

30

64

36

Ioco Station
Coquitlam
Central Station

57

43

Douglas College
Station

38
0

20

63
40

60

80

100

		
■ Contemporary Concept

		

11

■ Contextual Concept

n = 122-129

•

 verall, participants favoured a contextual approach to station design over
O
a contemporary one.

•

T he majority preferred a contextual design for all stations, with a strong majority
preferring a contextual design for Port Moody (70%), Ioco (64%), and Douglas College
(63%) stations.
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		 Station COMMENTS
		 QUESTION
		 #2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12: Please provide any comments you may have about station area design,
access, landscaping or other aspects of the stations.

		 FEEDBACK
		#2: Lougheed Town Centre Station (93)
			93 participants provided additional comments about area design, access, landscaping or other aspects of
Lougheed Town Centre Station. The following are the most frequently mentioned themes:
•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (17)

•

Ease of transfer between station platforms or trains (15)

•

Provide more landscaping or greenery/retain existing vegetation (11)

•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (10)

•

The existing pick-up/drop-off area needs to be improved (5)

		 #4: Burquitlam Station (81)
			81 participants provided additional comments about area design, access, landscaping or other aspects of
Burquitlam Station. The following are the most frequently mentioned themes:
•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (13)

•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (10)

•

Provide better integration with bus service (9)

•

Provide more landscaping or greenery/retain existing vegetation (8)

•

Ensure easy and safe pedestrian access to the station (5)

		 #6: Port Moody Central Station (83)
			

 3 participants provided additional comments about area design, access, landscaping or other aspects of
8
Port Moody Central Station. The following are the most frequently mentioned themes:
•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (14)

•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (14)

•

Provide better integration with buses/West Coast Express service (11)

•

Ensure easy and safe pedestrian access to the station (5)

•

Incorporate historical/heritage features into the design (5)

12
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		 Station Comments (continued)
		 #8: Ioco Station (81)
			81 participants provided additional comments about area design, access, landscaping or other
aspects of Ioco Station. The following topics are the most frequently mentioned themes:
•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (19)

•

Ensure easy and safe pedestrian access to the station (12)

•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (8)

•

Provide better integration with bus service (7)

•

Provide more bike parking/lockers (5)

		 #10: Coquitlam Central Station (86)
			

 6 participants provided additional comments about area design, access, landscaping or other
8
aspects of Coquitlam Central Station. The following topics are the most frequently mentioned themes:
•

Provide better integration with buses/West Coast Express service (17)

•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (10)

•

Ensure easy and safe pedestrian access to the station (9)

•

Station should be located closer to Coquitlam Centre shopping mall (8)

•

Have elevated/covered pedestrian walkways between the Evergreen Line station
and West Coast Station/Coquitlam Centre (7)

•

Expand the Evergreen Line to the east from Coquitlam Central Station (6)

•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (5)

		 #12: Douglas College Station (81)
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 1 participants provided additional comments about area design, access, landscaping or other
8
aspects of Douglas College Station. The following topics had the most common comments suggested:
•

Provide more landscaping or greenery/retain existing vegetation (9)

•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (8)

•

An additional entrance should be added to the north side of the station (7)

•

Ensure enough bike parking/lockers at this location to accommodate students (5)

•

Incorporate more interesting elements/natural materials into the station design (5)

•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (5)

•

Expand the Evergreen Line to the east from Coquitlam Central Station (5)
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		 Landscaping
		 QUESTION
		Landscaping and planting will complement station plaza features and create a welcoming atmosphere at
Evergreen Line stations. Trees and plants that offer year-round interest have been chosen from a selection of
resilient and drought-tolerant plants.
	#14: Looking at the shade and columnar trees presented, please rank the trees 1 to 6, with 1
being the tree you would most like to see planted at Evergreen Line stations.
		
		 FEEDBACK

Planting: Preference for Type of Trees
Red Maple

34

45

White Flowering
Dogwood

30

28

Columnar
Flowering Pear
Columnar
European Aspen

6

11

Beech

5

Hornbeam

4 6
0
■ 1ST

9

11

23

14
6

26
27

20
■ 2ND

22

5

37

20

19

11 22 5

16

■ 3RD

22

22

23
31

60
■ 4TH

7
3 4

27

27
40

8

80
■ 5TH

100
■ 6TH

n = 85-97

		
•

The strongest preference was for red maple (45%), followed by white flowering dogwood
(28%) and columnar flowering pear (19%).

•

The remaining three varieties were much less popular, with less than 1 in 5 participants
selecting them as their first or second choice.
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		 Landscaping (continued)
		 QUESTION
		Participants were also asked to indicate their preference for three alternative plant groups: seasonal, native
and flowering plants.
		 #15: Looking at the plantings presented, please rank the groups (seasonal, native and
flowering plants) 1 to 3, with 1 being the group of planting you would most like to see
at Evergreen Line stations.

		 FEEDBACK

Planting: Preference for Type of Plants
Native
Plants

50

Seasonal
Plants

30

Flowering
Plants

■ 1ST

•

15

34

36

25
0

19

31

44

31
20

■ 2ND

40

60

■ 3RD

80

100

n = 86-88

 ative plants were ranked first by 50% of respondents, compared to 30% who preferred
N
seasonal plants, and 25% who preferred flowering plants.
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		 Landscaping (continued)
		 QUESTION
		#16: For all 10 plants presented, please rank the plants 1 to 10, with 1 being the plant you
would most like to see planted at Evergreen Line stations and 10 being the plant you would
least like to see.

		 FEEDBACK

Planting: Preference for Specific Plants
32

Lavender

10

18

Salal

11

15

Oregon Grape
Rose

10

Flowering Laurel

8

Blue Oat Grass

7

Kinnikinnick

7

Cotoneaster

6

3
0
■ 1ST

11

4

11
14

5

14
9

15

10

11

6

8

7

12

1

10

6

14

4
8

11
15

10

8

11

10
40

■ 3RD

■ 4TH

6

8

7

4

11

■ 5TH

8

8
4

11
19

7

11
19

80
■ 6TH

4 3

11

14

60

10

18

14

11

6 3

14

19
8

11

15

4

12

7 111

7

13

24

20
■ 2ND

6

13

10

8
3

13
11

10

8

14

8
14

13
10

22

7

18

13

Littleleaf Boxwood 4 4 3
Feather Reed
Grass

10

13

11

11

100
n = 70-73

•

 mong the 10 specific plant varieties, the most popular was lavender (selected as the first,
A
second or third choice by 53% of participants).

•

T he other plant varieties that received a top three ranking by at least a third of participants
were: Oregon grape (46%), salal (39%), rose (34%), and kinnikinnick (34%).
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		 Bus Connections
		 QUESTION
		#17: Are there key destinations that should be considered to improve bus connections within
your community to the Evergreen Line?
		 FEEDBACK
			

81 participants suggested key destinations that should be considered:
•

Westwood Plateau (9)

•

Pitt Meadow/Maple Ridge (9)

•

Coquitlam Centre (7)

•

Port Coquitlam (6)

•

SFU (6)

		 Park and Ride
		 QUESTION
		 #18: At which of the following locations would you like to see parking increased?
		 FEEDBACK

Park and Ride
43

		 Expanded parking

in the vicinity of
Coquitlam Central
Station

67

Expanded parking
in the vicinity of
Port Moody
Central Station

57

Provide Park and
Ride in the vicinity
of Douglas College
Station

52
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

n = 107
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		 Park and Ride (continued)

•

Of the 107 respondents, 67% indicated they would like to see expanded parking
in the vicinity of Coquitlam Central Station

•

57% wanted expanded parking in the vicinity of Port Moody Central Station

•

52% wanted park and ride facilities provided near Douglas College Station

		 QUESTION
		 #19: Please add any comments you have about parking along the Evergreen Line.
		
		 FEEDBACK
			

 5 participants provided additional comments regarding parking along the Evergreen Line.
8
The key themes from these additional comments included:
•

				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Increasing or providing parking along the Evergreen Line/other parking-related comments
were the most commonly mentioned (66)
° Increase parking along the Evergreen Line in general (17)
° Increase parking at Coquitlam Central Station (9)
° Increase parking at Ioco Station (8)
° Parking should be free or cheap (6)
° Increase parking at Douglas College Station (6)
° Increase parking at Lougheed Town Centre Station (5)

				

° Ensure parking is secure (5)
° Provide multi-level parking structures (5)

				

° Increase parking at Port Moody (5)

•

Having minimal parking at stations to discourage car use and increase bus use (19)

    18
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		 Bike Facilities
		 QUESTION
		 #20: Do you think the current bike storage is sufficient to meet cyclist needs?
#21: If no, what type of facilities should be considered and at what stations?

		 FEEDBACK

Bike Facilities

			

43

Type of Facilities

56

Yes
No

67

44

33

Bike lockers

25

Bike racks

Location of Facilities

Ability to expand

12 Douglas College 57

Supervised/monitored/
anti-theft bike storage
Washrooms/pay toilets

5

Port Moody Central

5

Ioco

5

Coquitlam Central

5

Burquitlam

0

52

Covered bike parking

20
12
10
5

Stacked bike storage

3

Water fountains/
coffee stands

3

50

0

50
n = 126
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•

5
 6% of participants indicated that the amount of bike storage proposed for each of
the Evergreen Line stations is sufficient to meet the needs of cyclists.

•

Of the 44% who indicated that the amount of bike storage as not sufficient, one-third
recommended additional bike lockers. Douglas College Station (12%) was the location
most commonly suggested by respondents for additional facilities.
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		 Traffic Management
		 QUESTION
		 #22: How would you like to get updated traffic information during construction?

		 FEEDBACK

Preferred Method for Traffic Information
73

Website
Regular email updates

55

Electronic changeable
message signs on the road

55
52

Media (TV/radio)

32

Seasonal mail flyers

21

Phone numbers
RSS feeds/Twitter/Facebook

18

Text messages

16

Community newspapers

4

Other

3
0

20

40

60

80

100
n = 141

•

73% of respondents indicated a preference to receive traffic information from a website during
construction of the Evergreen Line.

•

 ther preferred options indicated include regular email updates (55%), electronic changeable
O
message signs on the road (55%) and media such as TV and radio (52%).
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		 Traffic Management (continued)
		 QUESTION
		 #23: Please select a category that applies to you (check all that apply).
		 FEEDBACK

Potential Usage of Evergreen Line Corridor
Regularly commute/travel
through Evergreen Line corridor

67

Live within 10-min walk of
Evergreen Line route

66
54

Work within 10-min walk of
Evergreen Line route

2257

Business owner within 10-min
walk of Evergreen Line route

14
52
21

None of the above/Other

0

20

40

60

80

100

n = 145

• 6
 6% of respondents indicated they regularly commute or travel through the
Evergreen Line corridor.
• 5
 4% of respondents live within a 10-minute walk of the Evergreen Line route, while 22%
indicated they work within a 10-minute walk of the route and 14% are business owners
within a 10-minute walk of the route.

		 QUESTION
		#24: Please provide any comments you may have about traffic management for
the Evergreen Line Project.
		 FEEDBACK
		65 participants provided additional comments about traffic management for the Evergreen Line.
The key themes from these comments are shown below:

21

•

It is important to build the Evergreen Line (10)

•

Provide advance notice of construction/road closures/times (5)

•

Plan major traffic disruptions for off-peak hours (5)
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		 Additional Comments – Evergreen Line Project
QUESTION
	Please provide any additional comments you may have about ANY aspect of
the Evergreen Line Project.

FEEDBACK
		

 4 participants provided additional comments regarding the Evergreen Line Project. The key themes
7
from these comments are shown below:
•

Build the line as quickly as possible (14)

•

Allow for route expansion to the east (12)

•

Douglas College is unnecessary (8)

•

Build additional stations along the Evergreen Line route, including Lincoln Station,
West Port Moody Station and/or Cameron Station (8)

•

Minimize costs of design/construction/maintenance (7)

•

Provide park and ride/increase parking/inexpensive parking (6)

•

Provide safe and secure stations/enforce fare payment (5)
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3.2 Submissions
		In addition to comments provided through feedback forms, open-ended feedback was also received
through 10 submissions via phone, hardcopy, mail and email. The key themes from these submissions are
shown below:
•

Ensuring easy transfer between station platforms or trains (3 submissions)

•

Ensuring weather protection (3 submissions)

•

Having concession, coffee kiosk or commercial participation at stations (2 submissions)

•

Providing covered or elevated pedestrian walkway (2 submissions)

3.3 Online Forum
		An online forum was available to the public between October 14 and November 5, 2010 and provided
an additional way to participate in Station Area Design Consultation. The online forum was visited by 697
unique visitors. 37 people registered to participate in the forum and submitted a total of 42 comments.
		 General Comments:
			21 participants provided additional feedback through the online forum between October 14
and November 5, 2010.
		 FEEDBACK
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Overall, the most common themes were:
•

Like the proposed station designs as presented in the Discussion Guide (7 comments)

•

Ensuring easy and safe pedestrian access to stations (5 comments)

•

Providing inexpensive and increased park and ride (3 comments)

•

Providing covered bike parking (3 comments)

•

Incorporating colour, interesting textures to the design (2 comments)

•

Ensuring ability to expand bike parking (2 comments)

•

Having an elevated pedestrian walkway to the station (2 comments)

•

Providing better integration with buses and West Coast Express (2 comments)

•

Having visible and informative signage (2 comments)
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		 Station Design Objectives:
			9 participants provided feedback about Station Design Objectives through the online forum between
October 14 and November 5, 2010.
		 FEEDBACK
•

Have wide staircases at stations (2 comments)

•

Ensure that stations are easily accessible for vehicles/pedestrians and transit users (2 comments)

•

Utilize centre platforms in station design (2 comments)

•

Employ interesting architecture/incorporate art into the design (1 comment)

•

Design for possible expansion (1 comment)

•

Add a station at Lincoln Avenue, Coquitlam (1 comment)

•

Have informative/easy-to-read signage (1 comment)

•

Ensure adequate elevator/escalator service (1 comment)

•

Provide public restrooms (1 comment)

		 Participant Information
		 Are you a resident of Burnaby?
		 Are you a resident of Port Moody?
		 Are you a resident of Coquitlam?
		If not in one of the above areas, where do you live?
			157 participants responded to one of the questions above. The majority of respondents identified
themselves as residents of:
•

Coquitlam (73)

•

Port Moody (41)

•

Burnaby (20)

			A significantly fewer number of respondents identified themselves as residents of Port Coquitlam (7),
Vancouver (5), New Westminster (3), Surrey (3), Maple Ridge (2), Belcarra (1), Richmond (1), Langley (1).
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3.4 Key Themes from Stakeholder Meetings
		In addition to Synovate’s analysis of feedback form results and submissions, Kirk & Co. Consulting Ltd. analyzed
the key themes from the 11 stakeholder meetings held by the Evergreen Line Project as part of Station Area
Design Consultation. It is important to note that the key theme summary below represents a qualitative analysis
of meeting notes, rather than the quantitative analysis of feedback forms provided above.
		The following represents a review of the most frequently mentioned key themes from 11 stakeholder
meetings. A complete list of key themes from stakeholder meetings follows this section.

3.4.1 Stakeholder Meetings | Key Theme Summary
		 1.	Traffic Management and Communication During Construction – Participants were interested
in traffic management and traffic flow during construction. Participants also identified
the importance of two-way communication during construction. (Key theme at 9 meetings)
			Most of the stakeholder meetings included discussion of traffic management during construction of
the Evergreen Line and particularly during peak commuter hours. Several participants asked about
potential impacts to areas already experiencing high volumes of traffic, particularly at Pinetree Way and
Lougheed Highway, Como Lake Avenue and Clarke Road, and Ioco Road and Barnet Highway.
			Participants also identified the two-way ongoing communication with residents and businesses
during construction of the Evergreen Line as important. A number of participants said they would prefer
advance notification of potential traffic disruptions and regular updates.
		 2.	Parking – Participants asked about impacts to existing parking and potential additional
parking in the vicinity of Evergreen Line stations. (Key theme at 6 meetings)
			Parking in the vicinity of stations was a key concern at many of the stakeholder meetings. Participants
expressed support for improved park and ride facilities, particularly in the vicinity of Port Moody Central
Station, Lougheed Town Centre Station and Coquitlam Central Station. Discussions also included
potential impacts on commercial parking areas, potential parking requirements of construction workers,
and parking by commuters.
3.	Pedestrian Movement and Safety – Participants asked questions about pedestrian
movement and pedestrian safety at or near station locations. (Key theme at 4 meetings)
			At several meetings, participants expressed concern about the movement of pedestrians at or near the
vicinity of stations. Several noted the importance of providing easily accessible and safe areas for
passenger pick-up and drop-off, particularly at Ioco Station and Douglas College Station.
		 4.	Access to Businesses During Construction – Participants raised concerns about potential
impacts to businesses during construction, particularly access to commercial areas.
(Key theme at 4 meetings)
			Participants raised concerns about access to businesses and minimizing impacts to existing parking
near businesses during construction of the Evergreen Line. Discussion included access to commercial
areas located near Lougheed Town Centre Station and Burquitlam Station.
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3.4.2 Stakeholder Meetings | Complete List of Key Themes
		The following is a complete list of key themes from stakeholder meetings. The stakeholder meetings are listed in
the order in which they occurred and full notes from the meetings can be found in Appendix 1.
		 1.

		 2.

		 3.

		 4.

October 5, 2010 – Coquitlam Business Groups Meeting
•

Participants raised concerns over traffic flow and pedestrian movements at Lougheed Highway and
Barnet Highway in Coquitlam.

•

Participants identified effective and reliable two-way communication during construction of the
Evergreen Line, especially regarding traffic management, as a priority.

October 5, 2010 – Coquitlam Multi-Stakeholder Meeting
•

Participants were interested in the addition of parking near stations. Some felt that additional
parking is needed at several locations along the Evergreen Line and others were interested in
restricting Evergreen Line riders from parking in residential neighbourhoods.

•

Participants noted concerns about access in and out of businesses during construction, particularly
at Burquitlam Plaza and in the vicinity of Port Moody Central Station.

•

P articipants asked questions about traffic management during peak hours, asking the project
team to consider that peak commuter travel hours are different than peak work-related travel
hours for businesses.

•

P articipants questioned some of the choices of plants presented in the discussion guide, noting that
some of the plants may require regular maintenance and care.

October 6, 2010 – Burnaby/Port Moody/Coquitlam First Responders
•

Participants said they would like to provide input into the design of the stations to help improve
safety and security at stations, and voiced a preference for centre platforms over side platforms.

•

P articipants expressed a need for a central command and control centre to help facilitate a unified
response to situations by emergency service providers, in addition to office space at stations.

•

Participants said they would appreciate advanced notification of potential traffic impacts during
construction of the Evergreen Line and expressed a preference for email notification.

October 6, 2010 – Port Moody Multi-Stakeholder Meeting
•

Participants noted concerns about how traffic management would be handled during construction
and suggested that schedules for construction be sent out at least three months in advance.

•

P articipants noted that parking along the Evergreen Line would need to be increased to
enhance ridership.

•

Participants asked questions about whether or not all of the affected property and tenants have
been contacted yet regarding how construction of the Evergreen Line will affect their businesses.
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		 5.

		 6.

		 7.

		 8.
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October 7, 2010 – Regional Business Stakeholders Meeting
•

Stakeholders expressed interest in future potential development around stations.

•

Stakeholders posed questions relating to how parking would be handled in the future
around the stations and in the municipalities.

•

S takeholders expressed interest in how pedestrian access would be included in the
design of stations.

October 7, 2010 – Port Moody Business Stakeholders Meeting
•

Stakeholder expressed interest and concerns regarding the current amount of parking
and congestion, and possible increased parking at/around Port Moody Central Station.

•

S takeholders inquired about advance work once the project receives environmental
certification and plans for construction once a contractor is on board.

•

Stakeholders inquired about the distance between stations and a potential station in
West Port Moody.

October 13, 2010 – Coquitlam Multi-Stakeholder Meeting
•

Participants were interested in traffic management during construction and expressed a desire
to receive advanced notification of any changes in traffic during construction of the Evergreen
Line. Several participants suggested that updates posted on the project website would be
well received.

•

Participants noted the importance of coordinating Evergreen Line construction with other road
construction that may be occurring to ensure that residents and commuters have reasonable
alternate routes.

•

Participants were interested in what, if any, improvements would be made to the Moody Street
Bridge and Spring Street in Port Moody. They were concerned that an increase in vehicle traffic
to and from Port Moody Central Station would exacerbate existing congestion.

•

P articipants stated that they wanted to see landscaping and structural elements of the
Evergreen Line, such as guideway columns, reflect and integrate into the look and feel of
the surrounding community.

October 14, 2010 – Burnaby Business Groups Meeting
•

Participants were interested in traffic management during construction and stressed the
importance of two-way communication with local businesses, particularly through business
liaison committees.

•

Participants asked about left-hand turning access to businesses along the corridor, particularly
along North Road and Clarke Road.
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		 9.

•

Participants noted the importance of safe and easily accessible passenger pick-up and drop-off
areas, particularly for Ioco Station and Douglas College Station, which will be located in areas
described as subject to heavy traffic congestion.

•

Participants were interested in park and ride facilities for Lougheed Town Centre Station, Port Moody
Central Station, and Coquitlam Central Station.

October 14, 2010 – Port Moody Multi-Stakeholder Meeting
•

Participants were concerned about the lack of parking at Ioco and Burquitlam stations. Some participants
felt that having parking at every station was needed to improve usage of the Evergreen Line.

•

Participants asked questions about access in and out of business during construction, particularly
at Burquitlam Plaza.

•

P articipants noted that congestion around Port Moody Central Station will increase with the
new station and would like to see improvements to the traffic flow and completion of the Murray
Clarke Connector.

•

P articipants raised concerns about pedestrian movements around stations and felt that pedestrian
overpasses were needed at several locations.

		 10. October 19, 2010 – Burnaby Multi-Stakeholder Meeting
•

Participants asked for clarification about train platforms and operations at Lougheed Town
Centre Station.

•

P articipants had questions about features at each of the station plaza areas, including pedestrian
access, bike facilities, parking and bus integration.

•

Participants asked about construction schedule and impacts during construction.

		 11. October 20, 2010 – Burnaby Multi-Stakeholder Meeting
•

P articipants were interested in bus connections and bus integration at stations, particularly at
Burquitlam Station.

•

Participants asked about the integration of the Evergreen Line with the Millennium Line and Expo
Line, focusing on train connections at Lougheed Town Centre Station.

•

Participants expressed interest in traffic management during construction, particularly at the
intersection of Como Lake Avenue and Clarke Road.

•

Participants noted the importance of providing areas at or near stations that would provide transit
users with shelter from the weather.

•

Participants were interested in the locations and provisions for additional future stations,
particularly at Cameron Street and North Road.
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